
Where is Wisdom?
Job and his friends were talking about finding wisdom.  We all 
would like to know what to do and to understand what is happening
to us, wouldn't we? So like Job, we might ask, “But where can wisdom
be found? And where is the place of understanding? (Job 28:12).

Please read the rest of chapter 28 in Job, and then put a big RED X
over the pictures of the things described in those verses in which 
wisdom and understanding CANNOT be found. Put a big GREEN 
circle around the things where this chapter true Wisdom is found.

After you have read Job 28:12-28, (or had someone else read it to 
you) fill in the blanks.

But where can ….............. be found? And where is the place of
….........................?

Man does not know its 
value, Nor is it found 
in the land of the living. 
The …..... says, 'It is not
in me'; and the …... 
says, “It is not with me.'

It cannot be purchased for ….......... Nor
can 
…......... be weighed for its price. It cannot be
valued in the …......... of Ophir, in precious
…......... or …................... 

Neither …......... or  ….............. can equal it.

Nor can it be exchanged for …................. of fine
…..............

No mention shall be made of …........ or  …..........., for 
the price of wisdom is above …............. The …......... of Ethiopia cannot 

equal it, nor can it be valued in pure …...........

From where then does wisdom come? And
where is the place of understanding? It is
hidden from the eyes of all living, and
concealed from the …...... of the air..
Death and destruction say, 'We have heard a

report about it with our ears.'    

God   God       
….... understands its way. And ….
knows its place. For He looks to the ends of the earth, and sees under the 
whole heavens, to establish a weight for the wind, and apportion the 
waters by measure. When He made a law for the rain, and a path for the 
thunderbolt, then He saw …............ and declared it.; He prepared it, 
indeed, He searched it out.

And to man He said, 'Behold the fear of the Lord, that is …............,
and to depart from ….............. is understanding.

Do you see what to do to be very wise? We must fear, or
worship – that is love God most of all, avoid bad things and
obey Jesus. As you do, He will gradually turn you into a
beautiful gemstone for His glory!


